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Computation of migration barriers for diffusion of small chemical species in a crystalline host is a rather complex process that requires careful consideration of a

number of factors. On one side, the crystal structure of the host defines which are the possible paths that the moving species can follow. On the other hand, the nature

of the moving species (a defect in the crystal) and their interaction with its environment is also critical in determining the diffusion barriers. The development of an

automatic computational framework based on the Nudged Elastic Band method (NEB) to obtain the possible diffusion energy barriers thus requires an advanced

workflow scheme. Here we present a workflow implementation based on the AiiDA materials informatics platform implemented by Pizzi et al. [1] for calculating

these possible diffusion paths (type of processes) and energy barriers with the SIESTA code [2]. Our framework enables a large-scale computational high throughput

screening for studying defect mobilities and identifying new solid-state electrolytes.
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The AiiDA Siesta Barriers Package

identifies three main types of processes,

relax the initial and final image, builds the

appropriate initial images for the

transition path in the NEB algorithm, and

calls SIESTA+NEB to extract the

energetics of the corresponding migration

path.

A method for finding saddle points and 

minimum energy paths between known 

reactants and products.


